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What is electricity? What is magnetism?
And what has all this got to do with
light? All these questions are answered
in this introduction to the fabulous
world of electromagnetism.

A very topical STEM book for children: it
uses fascinating bite-size facts, clear
and simple explanations, and attractive
and absorbing illustrations to demystify
the hidden world of microbes.

Creating and harnessing power is a
fundamental part of enabling life to
exist and thrive on earth. This
illustrated book will introduce children
to the fascinating world of energy.

From the award-winning illustrator and
author duo, Eduard Altarriba and
Sheddad Kaid-Salah Ferrón, this
exciting new book introduces children
to the complex world of cosmology.
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It’s never too early to start exploring
big ideas. An award-winning guide to the
mysterious science of quantum physics.

This companion volume to
‘My First Book of Quantum Physics’
provides a brilliant look at the
theory of relativity.

Sit back and enjoy a cosmic tour of our
awe-inspiring solar system with this
title by science writer, Colin Stuart.

If you want to know more about the
buildings around you, this entertaining
illustrated book is the perfect introduction
to architecture around the world.

Button Books is a publisher of design-led children’s books.
Combining beautiful illustration, from retro to modern,
with high production values and innovative ideas,
each title is a gorgeous addition to any child’s bookshelf.
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